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Strong Start to 2017 

The fourth quarter of 2016 was the busiest quarter of the year with USD 39bn of loans issued in the middle market, driven largely by

pent up demand from investors. Sponsor-backed deals totaled USD 17bn in 4Q16, also the highest quarterly total in 2016.

Following a robust 4Q16, the middle market lender community was filled with optimism at the outset of 2017. Arrangers continued to test

aggressive structures through refinancing and dividend recapitalization transactions that featured increasing leverage levels and cov-lite

structures driven by the continued supply/demand imbalance at the smaller end of the market. Sponsors have been able to pick and

choose the execution they desire by merging term sheets across multiple lenders.

Still at the end of the day, the middle market deals are typically “financed with at least one maintenance covenant, even if more

aggressive offer are out there,” said Len Sheer, global head of Piper Jaffray’s capital advisory group.

The estimated average coupon for the index decreased by approximately 10bps for first lien, unitranche and sub debt tranches from

2016 to 1Q17, while leverage increased by 0.1-0.2 turns over the same time period.

Sponsored Lending

Lending to sponsor-backed companies in the middle market increased in February and March after a relatively slow January. Completed

year-to-date middle market sponsor volume totaled USD 11.3bn in 1Q17, exceeding the USD 10.4bn 1Q average from 2000-2016 and

approximately 40% higher than 1Q16 which was an unusually slow period compared to historical averages due to market volatility.

1Q17 volume consisted of approximately 50% M&A and 50% refinacings/dividend recaps. The M&A figure includes approximately USD

3.2bn of LBO issuance, which decreased 46% form 4Q16. Although there is plenty of investor demand for new issues, it has outpaced

the supply. The divide is substantially attributed to gaps in valuation expectations between buyers and sellers with increasing equity

prices.

Where are we Headed Next?

The current rate environment presents a significant opportunity for both issuers and lenders. With the Fed raising rates in March and two

to three additional rate hikes expected in 2017, investors demand is expected to remain robust as rates remain quite low by historical

standards. The search for yield has resulted in greater amounts of capital being invested from a pool of investors with various return

hurdles. Fundraising continues to take place across multiple vehicles, including CLOs, SMAs, public/private BDCs and private credit

funds, among others.

“The biggest driver was banks continuing to pull back from lending,” said Sheer, adding that “money is getting deployed rapidly (to fund

these deals) so it is not like its just dry powder sitting around.”

Data set includes financings completed in 1Q17 and 2016, provided by over 50 middle market lending institutions. 

Source: Piper Jaffray

Source: Volume statistics sourced from Thomson Reuters PLC

This inaugural edition of a joint report by Debtwire Middle Market and Piper Jaffray provides credible

intelligence on pricing and credit metrics in the private debt market. We surveyed 50 middle market lending

institutions, including private credit funds and BDCs, on pricing and leverage for first lien, unitranche and

subordinated deals completed during 1Q17 and 2016.

PRIVATE CREDIT MARKET METRICS

Q1 2017 2016 △

Piper first lien index 6.53% 6.64% (0.11%)

Piper unitranche index 8.72% 8.82% (0.10%)

Piper subordinated index 11.54% 11.65% (0.11%)

Average leverage through first lien debt 3.52x 3.42x 0.10x

Average leverage through unitranche debt 4.94x 4.80x 0.14x

Average leverage through subordinated debt 5.36x 5.19x 0.17x
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SELECTED FINANCINGS IN SPOTLIGHT

DISCLAIMER We have obtained the information provided in this report in good faith from publicly available data as well as Debtwire data and intelligence, which we consider to be reliable. This information is not intended to provide tax, legal or investment advice. You should seek

independent tax, legal and/or investment advice before acting on information obtained from this report. We shall not be liable for any mistakes, errors, inaccuracies or omissions in, or incompleteness of, any information contained in this report, and not for any delays in updating the

information. We make no representations or warranties in regard to the contents of and materials provided on this report and exclude all representations, conditions, and warranties, express or implied arising by operation of law or otherwise, to the fullest extent permitted by law. We shall not

be liable under any circumstances for any trading, investment, or other losses which may be incurred as a result of use of or reliance on information provided by this report. All such liability is excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law. Any opinions expressed herein are statements of our

judgment at the date of publication and are subject to change without notice. Reproduction without written permission is prohibited. For additional information call Debtwire Analytics at (212) 686-5374. Copyright 2017 S&P Capital IQ (and its affiliates, as applicable). This may contain

information obtained from third parties, including ratings from credit ratings agencies such as Standard & Poor's. Reproduction and distribution of third party content in any form is prohibited except with the prior written permission of the related third party. Third party content providers do not

guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or availability of any information, including ratings, and are not responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, or for the results obtained from the use of such content. THIRD PARTY CONTENT

PROVIDERS GIVE NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE. THIRD PARTY CONTENT PROVIDERS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, EXEMPLARY, COMPENSATORY, PUNITIVE, SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, COSTS, EXPENSES, LEGAL FEES. OR LOSSES (INCLUDING LOST INCOME OR PROFITS AND OPPORTUNITY COSTS OR LOSSES CAUSED BY

NEGLIGENCE) IN CONNECTION WITH ANY USE OF THEIR CONTENT, INCLUDING RATINGS. Credit ratings are statements of opinions and are not statements of fact or recommendations to purchase, hold or sell securities. They do not address the suitability of securities or the

suitability of securities for investment purposes, and should not be relied on as investment advice.

Piper Jaffray & Co., Member SIPC and FINRA 4/17

$100M Senior Credit Facility

Was provided to support the 

acquisition and future growth of

A portfolio company of

Agent

MAR 2017: DRB FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS COMPLETES $100M FINANCING

 Based in South Florida, DRB Financial Solutions is a diversified, multi-asset specialty finance company providing liquidity 

solutions to individuals and businesses across several niche areas including structured settlements, litigation finance, 

bankruptcy trade claims, and commission advances.

 The credit facility supports the acquisition of Echelon Group and future growth of its successor Echelon Medical Capital, 

LLC, a portfolio company of DRB Financial Solutions, LLC. In addition, the credit facility also supports the continued growth

of its affiliated company US Claims. 

 Monroe Capital served as sole lead arranger and administrative agent.

$270M Funded / 

$40M Delayed Draw

Lenders

BAML, TCW, Goldman BDC and 

Summit Partners Credit Advisors 

ABL, 1st & 2nd Lien

7% Weighted Average Cost

Sponsor

The Halifax Group

DEC 2016: ANIMAL SUPPLY COMPANY LLC COMPLETES $310M DEBT FINANCING

 Animal Supply Company is the leading national distributor of pet products to independent pet stores, veterinary clinics, and 

other pet product specialty retailers. With approximately 1.7 million square feet of warehouse space, the Company serves 

more than 7,000 customers representing over 23,000 doors.

 Animal Supply Company completed a refinancing of its existing credit facilities and added a $40 million delayed draw 

tranche to provide dry power for acquisitions.

 The final structure was an ABL, 1st lien term loan and 2nd lien term loan, providing the Company with significant financial 

flexibility and lowering its overall cost of capital.

 Piper Jaffray & Co. served as sole placement agent to Animal Supply Company.
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DEBTWIRE MIDDLE MARKET EDITORIAL CONTACTS 

We are in the early stages of the cycle given that credit is available at attractive rates with a favorable issuance environment in the near-

term. Outside of the retail and media sectors, most other industries in lenders’ credit portfolios have generally performed. Market

participants have been encouraged by the pro-business policies and potentially more favorable regulatory environment with the new

administration, however, more clarity is needed around specifics on infrastructure spending and tax reform. Pricing stability has also

been a challenge for direct lenders and alternative capital providers in larger deals compared to the first few quarters of 2016 since

arrangers can easily find demand at attractive pricing in the syndicated markets. Issuers have primarily been refinancing existing capital

structures with a limited pipeline currently for new money paper.

While all signs point to a strong issuance environment in 2017, lenders are still encountering some headwinds – increasing leverage

levels, concerns over the quality of documentation for weaker credits and too many dollars chasing too few deals.


